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Fiber-reinforced composites are widely used in aerospace industry due to their combined
properties of high strength and low weight. However, owing to their complex structure, it is
difficult to assess the impact of manufacturing defects and service damage on their residual life.
While, ultrasonic NDE is the preferred method to identify the presence of defects (such as
delaminations) in composites, there are no reasonable ways to model the damage and evaluate
the structural integrity of composites. Hence, a framework to incorporate flaws and known
damage models automatically into a finite element analysis (FEA) of composites will aid in
accessing their residual life and make informed decisions regarding repairs.
In this project, we develop an automated framework to incorporate flaws measured by
ultrasonic testing (UT) into FE models of composites and perform structural analysis. We create
a concrete CAD representation of the defect within a composite laminate structure using state-ofthe-art CAD kernels. The multiple laminae in the structure are generated using configurable
layers, represented using non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS) surfaces, and include
additional information such as the layup directions. The data from UT scans is segmented to
identify the shape of the delaminated region, and is incorporated into the CAD model by splitting
the corresponding surface of the lamina into separate faces. The resulting CAD model is
prepared for FEA by applying contact boundary conditions to the delaminated faces and
cohesive boundary conditions to the intact laminae faces. This automated framework is
implemented using a custom software that uses 3D ACIS Modeler as the solid modeling kernel
and ABAQUS as the FEA software to analyze the CAD model with defects.

Figure 1: Photo of a damaged sample fiber-reinforced composite material showing the UTscanned area as the dashed box (left). screenshot of the volumetric rendering simulation which
was created using the UT scan data of the composite material on the left (middle), and schematic
representation of the steps to incorporate defects into CAD-FEA software (right).
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